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A semi-microscopic analysis based on the Double Folding Model (DFM) for the α-particle
elastic scattering on A~60 nuclei at energies below 20 MeV has been carried out. The energydependent phenomenological imaginary part for this semi-microscopic optical model potential
(OMP) was obtained, making use also of the dispersive correction to the microscopic real
potential. This imaginary potential has then been introduced within a complete
phenomenological analysis of the same data basis. A regional parameter set of the
phenomenological OMP for low-energy α-particles has thus been obtained for nuclei in the
mass range A~60. Then it has been proved able to describe both scattering and α-particle
induced reaction data, through the statistical model analysis of most accurate data of (α,n) and
total α-reaction cross sections for 48Ti and 51V.
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1. Introduction

2. (α,α) semi-microscopic and phenomenological optical potential analyses at A~60
The previous semi-microscopic and phenomenological analyses of the α-particle elastic
scattering on A~100 nuclei at energies below 32 MeV [6], based on the DF model (DFM), has
been extended to nuclei within the astrophysically relevant iron peak, A~60. In the present work
we focus on the analysis of experimental angular distributions on target nuclei 50Cr and 58,62Ni
for α-particle energies below 20 MeV [9], more recent and also of first astrophysical interest,
while next the energies up to 40-50 MeV will be considered too. Within our two-step OMP
approach [1], we determined first the parameters of an energy-dependent phenomenological
imaginary part with a "parameter free" DF-real potential, by taking into account also the
dispersive corrections to the microscopic real potential. Then a full phenomenological analysis
of the same data has been carried out, with the general form of the optical potential with WoodsSaxon form factor also for the real part, and the imaginary part unchanged from the former
semi-microscopic analysis. The advantage of having well settled already at least half of the
usual OMP parameters increases obviously the accuracy of the local fit of data (Fig. 1). The
corresponding average mass-, charge-, and energy-dependent OMP parameters, similar to those
introduced by Nolte et al. [2] above 80 MeV, have been obtained in the end of this latter step.
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The optical model potential (OMP) analyses for α-particles at low energies pointed out
two main questions which are still open, e.g. [1] and Refs. therein, namely (i) the OMP
parameter sets obtained from α-particle elastic scattering at high energies (>80 MeV) [2] do not
describe either the low-energy (<40 MeV) elastic scattering or the complete fusion data, and (ii)
the statistical α-particle emission is underestimated by the OMPs that account for elastic
scattering on the (cold) ground-state nuclei. In the latter case, the need for new physics in
potentials to describe nuclear de-excitation within the statistical model calculations was pointed
out [3]. It was thus suggested that particle evaporation occurs from a transient nuclear
stratosphere of the emitter nucleus, with a density that differs from cold nuclei [4] and which
has not yet relaxed to the density profile expected for complete equilibration [5]. Therefore,
effects due to changes of the nuclear density at a finite temperature have been considered within
the double folding (DF) formalism [6] of the alpha-nucleus real part of the optical potential.
Thus, it is shown that a temperature-dependent nuclear density distribution can be an important
aspect to be included in statistical-model calculations even for temperatures <2 MeV. At the
same time, the high precision of recent measurements [7] of α-particle elastic-scattering data
makes possible the pointing out of additional features of the α-particles scattering at low energy
and, consequently, of further limits and possible improvement of global OMP parameters
obtained previously through semi-microscopic analysis [1,8] of the low-energy α-particle elastic
scattering. The involvement of these potentials for further description of both the scattering and
emission of α-particles is moreover discussed in the present work with reference to the mass
region- A~60.
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Figure 1: Comparison of measured [9] and calculated (α,α0) angular distributions on 50Cr and 58,62Ni
using present local OMP (dashed curves), ROP (solid), and OMPs of Refs. [10,11] (dotted, dash-dotted).

Actually we looked for and found similar geometry parameters to the low-energy regional
optical potential (ROP) for A~100 [1], except the volume imaginary potential reduced radius
rV=1.25 fm, while the well depth expressions are as follows:
3
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Figure 2: Comparison of measured [13] and calculated (α,n) and σR cross sections for 48Ti and 51V using
present ROP (solid) and OMPs of Refs. [10,11,12] (dotted, dash-dotted and dashed curves, respectively).
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where η=(N-Z)/A is the asymmetry parameter. The experimental data description provided by
this ROP for A~60 and α-particle energies below 20 is also shown in Fig. 1, in comparison with
the predictions of the well-known global potentials of McFadden and Satchler [10] and Arthur
and Young established within the analysis of fast neutron-induced reactions on 54,56Fe [11].
Therefore we find that a rather suitable description of the analyzed data is provided by OMPs
with real-potential diffuseness aR [1,10,11] notably lower than aR–values which are needed in
order to describe α-particle emission from excited compound nuclei (e.g., Refs. [6,12]).

3. (α,n) and total α-reaction cross sections for 48Ti and 51V
A key assessment of the ROP obtained for A~60 by the semi-microscopic and
phenomenological analyses in the previous section has consisted in the analysis of the
particularly accurate (α,n) and total α-reaction cross sections for 48Ti and 51V measured and
respectively established by Vonach et al. [13]. The main points of these data are their
4
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description within about 10% [13] by the parameter sets of McFadden and Satchler [10] and
Arthur and Young [11] and an obvious overestimation by the OMP for α-particle emission [12].
The Hauser-Feshbach statistical model calculations of these (α,n) reaction cross sections
have been carried out similarly to the previous analysis of (n,α) reaction cross section for A~90
[6], except different optical potentials used in the incident and emergent α-particle channels. A
consistent local parameter set for the mass range A~60 was used, adopted recently [14] through
an analysis of various independent data. The reaction cross sections (Fig. 2) calculated with the
same OMP parameters finally involved in the discussion of the (α,α0) angular distributions (Fig.
1) show that both scattering and α-induced reaction data are well described by the present ROP.
Further work will be devoted to semi-microscopic description of α-particle emission for A~60.

